
Add the word increase to these sentences.

 

There has been an                            in sales.

“What did it                           by,” asked David.

Was there a big                            in demand?

Will my wage                            soon?

Trace the word increase. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word increase. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the word 
increase belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
increase inside the hands.

Finish off the word increase.

 
Now write the full word.
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increase
increase
increase

inc____ ____ase

_______se in_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Which of these words means the same as increase?

enrage      engulf      entertain     enlarge

Write your own sentence containing the word increase.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word increase.

inncrease         increese       inkrease

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner



Trace the word important. 
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Add the word important to these sentences.

It is                             to protect wildlife.

“I am                   !” the celebrity declared.

Is your question                             ?

The Queen is an                            figure.

Use a dictionary to define the 
word important. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word important belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
important inside the hands.

Finish off the word important.

 
Now write the full word.

important

impo____ ____tant

_______nt im_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Which of these words means the same  
as important? 

signature    significant     
signals    singular

Write your own sentence containing the word important.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word important.

inportant           importent           imporetunt

important

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

important
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Add the word interest to these sentences.

I took an                          in the topic.

“What is the rate of                         ?” asked Nat.

The deal is not of public                          .

I thought that it might                           you.

Trace the word interest. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word interest. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the 
word interest belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
interest inside the hands.

Finish off the word interest.

 
Now write the full word.

interest

inte____ ____est

_______t i_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

Which of these words means the same as interest?

  curiosity  privilege      benefit     negligent

Write your own sentence containing the word interest.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word interest.

intrest        inturest        intarest

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

interest
interest
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Add the word island to these sentences.

 
We visited a tropical                          .

“Which                           is this?” asked  
the guide.

I live on a deserted                          .

Crete is an                          nation.

Trace the word island. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word island. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word island belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
island inside the hands.

Finish off the word island.

 
Now write the full word.

island
island
island

is____ ____nd

_______d i_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __

What is the longest new word you can make out of the 
letters in the word island?

Write your own sentence containing the word island.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word island.

iland         ilend        ighlund

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner
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Add the word knowledge to these sentences.

He denied all                           of the event.

“What is your                           of this?”  
asked Sid. 

I have a thirst for                               .

This happened without my                             .

Trace the word knowledge. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word knowledge. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word knowledge belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
knowledge inside the hands.

Finish off the word knowledge.

 
Now write the full word.

knowledge
knowledge
knowledge

kno____ ____dge

_______e k_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Which of these words means the same  
as knowledge?  

institution     information    
instinct      important

Write your own sentence containing the word knowledge.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word knowledge.

  nolledge                 knolege               knowlidge

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner


